BrainHQ Training Exercises - Science and Explanations

Freeze Frame
1. Shown to upregulate noradrenaline expression, brain wide. Noradrenaline is a primary
contributor to arousal and attentiveness, and is an important plasticity enabler.
2. Shown to upregulate acetylcholine expression, brain wide. Acetylcholine is a key plasticity
enabler.
3. Shown, by itself, to increase learning rate.
4. Shown, by itself, to increase attentiveness, sustained attention, and distractor suppression.
5. Shown, by itself, to increase sleep duration, sleep quality, time it takes to go to sleep, and
alertness on awakening----plausibly attributable to the upregulation of noradrenaline and
acetylcholine, which are key modulators in the sleep domain.
Freeze Frame is a replay of a strategy extensively studied in primates showing that this form of training
strongly and continuously engages the locus coeruleus. In human studies, its impact on noradrenaline
regulation has been confirmed by the demonstration that training results in positive changes in pupillary dilation
evoked by novel visual stimuli. Acetylcholine upregulation has been documented in PET studies. NOTE THAT
changes in attention control and in neurotransmitter upregulation have been shown to generalize beyond vision
to other brain systems. Impacts on sleep have been documented in both sleep-disordered and general (adult)
populations. Increase in attentiveness and learning rates have been shown to extend to about 1 hour after one
cycle of training (10-15 minutes0; positive impacts are long enduring (6 mo+) after 10-20 daily training bouts.
We use this relatively long form (10 minutes to complete one game level) because all STUDIES demonstrating
its effectiveness generating all of the above benefits applied this (or an even more onerous) training form.
Alertness is a critical facet of attention and focus. Although we don’t often realize it, our level of alertness
drives success in things like higher-order reasoning, problem solving, learning, and memory. Studies show that
a person’s state of alertness may be one of the qualities that separates underachievers from average and
above-average achievers.
When we are at the right level of alertness, we may describe the feeling as being “in the zone.” In that mode,
we are able to be productive, shift focus, multitask, and perform optimally. This relationship between alertness
and these other more complex brain operations is why training the brain to get your alertness “in the zone” is
so important in any brain fitness regimen.
Scientists have identified two types of alertness: tonic alertness and phasic alertness. These two alertness
measures work in concert to determine your attentional state. Tonic alertness describes your overall level of
alertness. It is critically involved in sustaining your focus on something and provides the “tone” that’s necessary
for higher-order cognition. Phasic alertness describes the degree to which you can rapidly shape your
responses in a given moment. It’s extremely important for “selective attention”— the ability to pay attention to
important things while filtering out unimportant things. Your level of phasic alertness may fluctuate millisecond
by millisecond.
Freeze Frame targets both tonic and phasic alertness. It requires the brain to maintain a “relaxed and ready”
state of alertness over increasingly longer delay periods. In the exercise, your brain is required to discriminate
between target images and distractor images. When you see a distractor—something that is not the target—
you press the response key. When you see a target, you have to “freeze,” or prevent yourself from pressing
the response key.
This may sound easy, but the longer the delay between the targets, the more likely it is that internal
distractions or mind-wandering can trip you up. As you progress in the game, your approach will hone your
alertness state to one that’s “in the zone”—relaxed, ready, and engaged. As your tonic and phasic alertness
levels get closer to optimal, the exercise adapts to your performance to make it more challenging. This is
achieved by making the distractors more frequent and more similar to the target.
Video: Freeze Frame

Freeze Frame – Easy Levels
Freeze Frame - Medium Levels

Freeze Frame – Hard Levels

Eye for Detail
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Designed to improve processing accuracy (vision)
Designed to improve recognition speed (vision)
Designed to increase saccade rates and saccade dynamics
Designed to (with Double Decision) more expand the ‘useful field of view’
Designed to improve working and serial memory (vision)
Designed to sharpen foreground/background visual resolution
Designed to improve visual search processes

This task was developed to extend the impacts of Double Decision in several important ways. First, the
subject saccades to successively presented targets, which appear at progressively faster rates for
progressively briefer times, requiring progressively more rapid eye movements and a progressive acceleration
of recognition speed. Second, the subject must distinguish fine details differentiating targets in increasingly
more demanding signal-ground conditions requiring identification and memory and categorization of serial
visual targets. Third, the subject must gain command of an increasingly broader ‘useful field of view’. Note
that ‘speed’ tasks like this one have been shown to up-regulate/re-regulate serotonin expression—which is a
target for treating depression and for addressing a progression to suicidality.
Just say you’re in the car, driving to a party. You haven’t been to the host’s house before. As you drive down
through town, you have to keep track of traffic, pedestrians, and the other normal driving hazards—while at the
same time continually scanning the street names and house numbers.
To do that while staying safe, your eyes have to move around very quickly. These quick eye movements are
called “saccades.” And with each saccade, you have to collect information in mere milliseconds—the name of
the street, where the curb juts out, if the skateboarder is turning or continuing straight.

Unfortunately, the speed and accuracy of saccades decrease with age and with certain cognitive conditions. In
addition, the ability to quickly and reliably extract information on each eye fixation reduces substantially. What
that means is that it’s harder to see everything you need to in a situation like this. As a result, you might miss
the street where you were supposed to turn or find yourself driving a little less safely than usual as you focus
too much visual attention on house numbers and not enough on driving conditions. The result: less confidence
when going new places.
Eye for Detail is designed to exercise your ability to make saccades quickly, and to notice subtle details with
each one.
In Eye for Detail, a series of 3 to 5 images briefly appear one at a time in different positions on the screen. Of
the pictures, some match precisely, while others are similar but not the same. Your job is to identify where the
identical images appeared. As you improve, the images flash by more quickly.
As you level up, these things change in three ways:
●
●
●

The images become more similar.
The images are spread farther apart, pushing your brain to move your eyes a greater distance.
You graduate from 3 images to 5 images.

Video: Eye for Detail

Eye for Detail - Easy Levels

Eye for Detail - Medium Levels

Eye for Detail - Hard Levels

Double Decision
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Shown to increase visual processing speed.
Shown to increase attentiveness.
Shown to facilitate visual saccade rates and dynamics.
Shown to expand the ‘useful field of view’ (the continuously monitored visual field, an index
of general alertness).
Shown to upregulate the “salience network” contributing to autonomic nervous system and
hormonal (hypothalamic-based) regulation in ways that impact homeostasis and general
physical health.
Shown to increase recognition speed and reaction speed.
Shown to decrease the time taken to complete ‘everyday tasks’.
Shown, by itself, to reduce the probability of a progression to depression

Five hours of adaptive training results in a doubling of processing speed in adults. Effects on depression (also
recorded in adults) were strong. Impacts extended for years after a several-hour-long training epoch. If
depression did arise, it was of a milder form. The anterior cingulate hub in the ‘salience network’ had a
strongly amplified response. In parallel, in adults, training increased indices of the functional dynamics of the
autonomic nervous system (e.g., heart rate variability). [Beyond homeostatic control, the autonomic nervous
system is a primary regulator of the immune response.]
Double Decision is the current version of the speed training cognitive intervention used in the ACTIVE study.
Imagine you’re driving down the street. Suddenly a skateboarder comes out from the side and crosses right in
front of you. Can you stop in time?
It depends, in part, on your visual speed of processing. How quickly and accurately can you see details—
including in your peripheral vision–when looking straight ahead? The size of this area is called your “useful
field of view.” Slower processing means it takes longer for your brain to notice what’s in the periphery, so you
have a smaller useful field of view. Faster processing means you can see more and see it more quickly, giving
you a larger useful field of view. That means your processing speed might make the difference between hitting
the skateboarder and stopping before you do.
Double Decision uses a uniquely proven technology to speed up processing and expand useful field of view.
This technology has been used in numerous studies—including the landmark ACTIVE study—where it has
usually been referred to as “speed training.” Studies show many benefits to training with this technology,
including faster visual processing, an expanded useful field of view, safer driving, and much more.
Speed training was originally developed by Dr. Karlene Ball and Dr. Daniel Roenker, who made it available
through Visual Awareness, Inc. In 2008, Posit Science acquired Visual Awareness and worked with Dr. Ball
and Dr. Roenker to create Double Decision—an updated version of the technology. This new version was
extensively tested to make sure it met the requirements established in the original scientific studies. Currently,
the patented speed training technology is only available in BrainHQ through Double Decision.
The speed training technology in Double Decision encourages the brain to increase its processing speed,
extracting visual information more quickly. It also gets you to work at the edges of your useful field of view, so
that it gradually expands outwards. It does so by focusing your attention on a task in the middle of the screen:
you have to choose which of two cars you saw after one appears briefly in the middle of the screen. But at the
same time, you have to notice where a Route 66 road sign appears in the periphery of the screen.
The task changes (and gets harder!) in several ways:
●
●
●
●

At first, the road sign is alone in the periphery, but over time, distractors (wrong answers) appear
too.
The road sign moves from closer to the center to farther out.
The central cars get more similar, making it more difficult to choose the right one.
The backgrounds get more complicated, making it harder to spot subtle differences in the cars and
road signs.

As you move through the exercise, these features challenge your brain to increase its processing speed and
the size and reliability of your useful field of view.
By increasing visual processing speed, Double Decision brings significant benefits to everyday life. As studies
in the Journal of the American Medical Association and others have shown, the speed training technology
improves cognitive function, enhances driving safety, makes it easier to keep up with the busy demands of a
modern life, reduces the chance of depression, and even helps people retain independence.
Video: Double Decision

Double Decision – Easy Level

Double Decision – Medium Level

Double Decision – Hard Level

Target Tracker
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shown to increase micro-saccade (visual sampling) rates
Shown to increase representational accuracy
Shown to increase representational speed
Shown to improve reconstruction of dynamic (moving, changing) visual stimuli
Shown to improve divided attention skills

Micro-saccade rates index perceptual processing speed, and again broadly index organic brain health. This
task has been demonstrated to sharply improve those rates. A series of studies have shown that accuracy in

visual recognition and visual recognition at speed are highly dependent on micro-saccade (sampling) rates and
dynamics.
This task is also designed to help the child track dynamically changing/moving stimuli, across a progressively
broader field of view—a key ability supporting fast and accurate dynamic scene reconstruction/memory.
When you’re driving through a busy intersection, how well can you track other cars, pedestrians, and
everything else moving around you? Or if you’re chaperoning a field trip and you’re responsible for several
children, how easy is it for you to keep an eye on all of them at the same time, and make sure none gets into
too much trouble? Or if you’re playing basketball, soccer, or another sport, how well can you keep your eye on
the ball and the other players all at once?
In each of these situations, the ability to divide your visual attention and track multiple objects is a
requirement. Target Tracker is designed to challenge your brain to build divided attention by requiring you to
track several items moving around your screen at the same time.
In Target Tracker, you will start by seeing a few target objects—bubbles, puffer fish, or jellyfish—appear on the
screen. Then, many more “distracters” are added to the screen (more bubbles, puffer fish, or jellyfish). Your
job: to keep track of the targets as all the objects move around the screen. When the objects stop moving, you
click on each of the targets to identify them.
As you move through the cognitive training exercise, it gets harder in these ways:
1. The objects travel more quickly, for longer amounts of time, and over larger areas.
2. The contrast between the objects and the background decreases, making it harder to track the
targets.
3. The exercise adapts to your performance by changing the number of objects to track. It adds to the
number if you’re successful and subtracts from the number if you’re struggling.
Video: Target Tracker

Target Tracker – Easy Level

Target Tracker – Medium Level

Target Tracker – Hard Level

Sound Sweeps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Shown to increase auditory processing speed.
Shown to increase auditory frequency (pitch) discrimination.
Shown to increase auditory attentiveness.
Shown to facilitate more accurate phonemic discrimination.
Shown to facilitate speech production accuracy and verbal fluency.
Shown to increase aural speech memory.

About 30% of children do not accurately resolve the highly dynamic features of speech or accurately gauge
durations or intervals in speech because their brain’s auditory sampling rate (processing speed) in audition is
too low (or contrariwise, their signal integration times are too long). “Stop consonants” (hard b, c, d, g, k, p, t
sounds) and speech distinctions dependent on interval & duration distinctions are especially confusable for
these children. Such children also have a deficit in sound frequency (pitch) discrimination. A consequence: the
translation of what they hear by letter (reading) is confounded, and they struggle to achieve reading fluency.
This task is designed to advance their listening machinery so that it resolves the rapidly changing ‘sound
sweeps’ (moving up to more than 6 octaves/second) that distinguish confusable consonant sounds. In parallel,
it progressively advances pitch discrimination abilities in ways that facilitate language and music instruction.
This exercise also appears to strongly engage the salience network, which impacts brain processes
contributing to general health.
Sound Sweeps is an auditory exercise designed to challenge your brain to speed up and sharpen listening
accuracy. Only when the brain hears sounds quickly and clearly can it record them accurately. And only when
it records them accurately can it recall (remember) them later.
In Sound Sweeps, you have to listen to frequency sweeps—sounds that begin low and rise upward or begin
high and fall downward—and identify whether they go up (“weep”) or down (“woop”).
What, you might ask, does this have to do with anything meaningful in real life?
As it turns out, it’s essential our brains can quickly tell frequency sweeps apart in order to understand speech.
Although we don’t consciously notice such sweeps when we hear someone talk, many of the sounds common
in speech, such as /p/, /d/, /t/, /g/, /k/, and others, are actually made up of a series of sweeps like the ones in
the Sound Sweeps exercise. Our brains have to be able to pick these sweeps out in order to identify what a
person is saying. For example, one sweep is all that differentiates /g/ from /d/–so it’s all the brain has to tell
apart the words “gone” and “dawn,” “big” and “bid,” or “muggy” and “muddy” when it hears them.
These frequency sweeps pass by in mere milliseconds. That’s all the time our brain has to correctly identify
them—and the sound, word, and sentence they’re part of. But as we age (and with certain cognitive conditions)
our brains tend to slow down. It gets harder to identify these frequency sweeps quickly and accurately…which
means we start to have more trouble telling sounds apart.
Often, we can partly adjust for our losses by using context. For example: We might have a hard time hearing
the difference between the word bad and the word dad, but in the sentences “My dad is a big guy” and “I’m
having a bad day,” we don’t need to be able to distinguish the first sound of the word (/b/ or /d/) precisely. We
can intuitively conclude what we must have heard almost immediately, from the context of the sentence and

the other sounds in the word. In fact, we probably don’t even notice that we have trouble
distinguishing bad from dad.
But there is a consequence for your memory. The brain still recorded the word bad or dad fuzzily—so when
you go to retrieve the memory, it’s unclear. It’s surrounded by static.
Over time, your brain’s inability to recognize frequency sweeps quickly can even affect you in the moment of
the conversation. As brain connections fade further, the other words in the sentence—those that previously
provided the context—may also become harder to recognize. If big guy begins to sound fuzzy—and you are no
longer sure if you heard big guy, good buy, big pie, or something else entirely—interpreting the first half of the
sentence from context becomes harder. Such distinctions are even more difficult when the speaker is a fasttalking child, a “mumbler,” or someone else who speaks unclearly.
This is when you find yourself saying, “What?” a lot, or starting to just smile and nod when someone speaks to
you, unclear of what was said.
The Sound Sweeps exercise can improve your brain’s ability to recognize frequency sweeps quickly and
accurately. It does so by asking you to identify sweeps in a variety of frequencies, spaced at different intervals.
Here’s how the sweeps change:
Frequency: As you move through the levels, the sweeps change in frequency. Some will sound high, others
low.
Why? Frequency sweeps enable our brain to tell one sound from another—such as a /b/ from a /d/. The
sweeps in this exercise mimic frequency sweeps that are part of human speech. Changing the frequency gives
you full coverage of the sound frequencies most common in human speech, from 500 to 5000 Hz.
Inter-stimulus Interval (ISI): As you move through the levels, the gap between the two sweeps changes. It’s
harder when the gap is shorter.
Why? Sound Sweeps changes ISI to help your brain process sounds separately, even when they occur very
close together. As the brain slows, it can experience “backward masking.” Backward masking happens when a
second sound comes on the heels of a first sound, causing interference in the brain. It’s still trying to interpret
the first sound when the second one comes along. By pushing your brain to hear accurately with shorter ISIs,
Sound Sweeps helps speed up the brain to overcome this problem.
These sweeps get faster and faster as you get better at them, so that your brain is always challenged to take it
up a level.
Video: Sound Sweeps

Sound Sweeps

Face to Face
1.
2.
3.
4.

Shown to improve mood recognition.
Shown to improve recognition speed for faces & mood.
Shown, by itself, to ‘quiet’ amygdala-expressed ‘hyper-reactivity’.
Shown to contribute to the recalibration of emotional valence.

The improvement of social skills is a key Stronger Brains target. This task is a version of a task designed by a
psychologist who studied the facial cues signaling mood, Paul Ekman. He showed that the recognition of
mood at a glance (achieved by a 50ms visual sample) provided a key index of general social competence and

demonstrated that when he trained individuals to make faster decisions (from briefer visual samples) about
mood, it correspondingly increased their social competencies. [To cite a practical example, police trained for a
few hours on this task resorted to violence less than half as often and had less than half as many citizen
complaints over a subsequent year of policing.] An important series of studies has shown that this simple
training alone actually strongly suppresses amygdala hyper-reactivity in anxious and anxiety-disordered
children. Their more accurate social valence judgments contribute to neurological renormalization in an extant
anxiety or depressive or bipolar (mood) disorder, and should contribute to resilience against the onsets of
these disorders in at-risk youth.
Imagine you’re at a wedding or another event, and you make a joke—and the woman next to you makes a
face. What does it mean? Did she think your joke was funny, insensitive, or just confusing? In situations like
this, reading facial expressions is important—even when they flit by quickly. How you read an expression
usually determines how you react—and often, reading it correctly can make the difference between a socially
satisfying moment and a socially awkward moment. Such moments add up to define overall social savvy,
comfort in social situations, and self-confidence around others.
Face to Face is designed to exercise the social cognition network in your brain by pushing you to correctly
interpret facial expressions.
In Face to Face, a face shows briefly on screen. You decide what expression you think it shows. Then you see
a set of faces and choose the one showing the same expression as the first face you saw. For instance, if you
think the first person looked angry, you find the person who looks angry in the second set and choose him or
her.
The exercise gets harder in these ways:
1. More emotions are added—it starts with 5 and works up to 11
2. The number of faces to choose from increases from 3 to 6.
One question often comes up for people using Face to Face: how did you assign emotions to these faces?
This was the process:
1. The actor was asked to make a particular face.
2. A series of people—both scientists and average citizens—were asked to rate the expressions. If
they agreed on the expression a photo showed, the photo moved on. If they didn’t agree, the photo
was cut.
3. A facial expression recognition expert reviewed the photos.
Despite this careful process, you might find yourself disagreeing with a particular categorization. For instance,
you might see a face assigned to the “neutral” category that you think is sad. That happens sometimes—and
you aren’t necessarily wrong (though the exercise might say you are!) But you do see it differently than most
people. We needed to have challenging expressions included; if they were too easy, the exercise would let
your brain relax, rather than challenging it to perceive more and more nuance.
Video: Face To Face

Sound Sweeps – Easy Level

Visual Sweeps
1.
2.
3.
4.

Demonstrated to improve visual perception accuracy
Shown to improve perceptual processing speed (vision)
Shown to improve elementary processing dynamics (visual motion detection, direction)
Shown to generalize (re orientation, color, motion, spatial frequency) to enable the better,
faster recognition of all visual figural forms
5. Designed to drive more coherent, temporally coordinated inputs to higher-level visual and
frontal cortical area
This task has been extensively studied by visual psychophysicists, who demonstrated that it sharpens visual
acuity, progressively increases visual perceptual speed (sampling rate) and progressively improves perceptual
reconstructions off the directions and rates of moving stimuli. Studies have shown training on this task alone
significantly improves memory for motion and motion direction. The stimulus schedule assures that training
broadly generalizes for all static and moving stimuli presented near the center of gaze. Perceptual speed
indexes the level of moment-by-moment coordination within visual cortical mini-columns and visual cortical
sampling rates attributable to differences in intracortical myelination and changes in synaptic receptor subunits
and intracortical inhibition, which govern the effective strengths of feed-forward visual connections that
ultimately impact all higher-level connectivity and functionality including the genesis of a strong and reliable
‘executive’. This exercise again strongly engages the salience network.
In Visual Sweeps, you watch two spatial frequency sweeps (movements of bars) and determine whether each
one swept inward or outward. It might not be obvious, but when broken down to its most basic parts,
everything in our visual world is constructed of the basic visual information—color, luminance, orientation,
spatial frequency—contained in these sweeps. If we can help our brains effortlessly identify these sweeps at
very rapid speeds, we’ll improve visual acuity overall.
This cognitive skill is useful in many situations. For example, imagine that you’re playing tennis. Your opponent
serves the ball. Your ability to return it depends, in part, on visual processing speed. The faster you can spot
the ball and identify its trajectory, the sooner you can get yourself in position to hit it back.
Different types of sweeps activate different sets of neurons (the nerve cells in the brain). For example, one
group might respond to horizontal motion, while a different group responds to vertical motion. To exercise the
highest possible number of neurons, the sweeps change in several ways:
1. Color and luminance: There are five different colors of sweeps, carefully chosen to maximize neural
response.
2. Orientation: There are four different sweep orientations: vertical, horizontal, and two diagonals.
Again, each of these orientations targets a different set of neurons.
3. Spatial frequency: The bars in the sweeps get thicker and thinner to ensure your brain responds
equally well to all sweeps.
As you improve in the exercise, the sweeps gradually speed up, pushing your brain to speed up along with
them!
Video: Visual Sweeps

Visual Sweeps - Easy Level 1

Juggle Factor
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Designed to improve working memory (vision)
Designed to improve serial memory
Designed to improve recognition speed
Designed to exercise hippocampal (episodic memory) for vision
Designed to improve mental rotation abilities

This task was designed to heavily exercise working memory and sequential memory using a task that strongly
engages the hippocampus. It accomplishes that by requiring that you remember the temporal sequence
position and locations of progressively longer strings of remembered targets, located in the same or different
locations on a response wheel. Working memory is a key to executive control development. We believe (but
have not yet proven beyond doubt) that it also contributes protection against a later-life progression to
schizophrenia or bipolar illness—both of which are marked by strong working memory deficits.
Intelligent decisions require the ability to call up, compare, and manipulate multiple pieces of information, often
within a limited time. Juggle Factor challenges you to hold more information in your working memory while
manipulating that information. This exercise challenges your ability to make rapid decisions and solve
problems in complex environments.
In Juggle Factor, you are presented with a sequence of numbers that are placed within moving circles. Your
task is to reconstruct the sequence in the right order and in the right locations. The number of items in the
sequence grows as you improve at the task. As you progress through training, the moving object trajectories
become more complex and the speed increases.
As you move through this intelligence exercise for the brain, it gets harder in these ways:
1. The number of items to remember in the sequence increases
2. The digit presentation order changes from forward to backward to random
3. The object trajectories become more complex
4. The object speed increases
5. The addition of distracters
Video: Juggle Factor

Juggle Factor - Easy Level

Mind Bender
1. Designed to exercise working memory in a progressively more strongly cognitively loaded
context
2. Designed to improve multiple (alternative) distinction recognition, at speed
3. Designed to exercise executive control in a task that requires flexible rule changes,
signaling multiple contingent actions.
This is an executive control rule-switching exercise that requires complex rule-dependent responses. A goal is
to improve the high speed recognition of alternative cues and fast, multiple contingent actions.
Mind Bender is what’s known as a “set shifting” exercise. The exercise is designed to challenge the brain’s
ability to pay attention to relevant conditions and ignore irrelevant conditions at increasing speeds.
In the exercise you’ll be presented with two rules. For example, the rule might be “If you see two digits, select
the higher number. If you see two number words, select the lower number.” You will then see two digits (such
as “6” and “10”) or two number words (such as “seven” and “one”). As quickly as possible, you must choose
the correct answer based on the rules. After you make your selection or after the response window lapses, you
will see another pair of digits or number words. As the exercise continues, you will have to respond based on
the different rules several times, depending on whether digits or number words show on screen.
Reacting quickly and accurately to a change in the rules is one aspect of the brain’s “executive control.”
Executive control is an extremely important aspect of intelligence. It includes the ability of our brains to be
flexible, to organize and plan, to strategize, to manage and manipulate many pieces of information at once.
These are all “higher order” cognitive processes, meaning that they take in input from many different parts of
the brain and put it together in creative and useful ways.
The exercise can be very challenging at first. It’s hard for the brain to shift its thinking that quickly! But over
time, the brain gradually improves for better performance.
Video: Mind Bender
Exercise Screenshots

Mind Bender – Easy Level

Mind Bender – Medium Level

Mind Bender – Hard Level

Mixed Signals
1. Designed to improve executive control following multiple-contingent alternative instructions
2. Designed to improve multiple distinction recognition, at speed
3. Designed to strengthen response-withholding abilities (impulse control)
Deficits in this ability (assessed via a classic “Stroop Test”) have been recorded in several psychiatric
populations. Note that this training is impacted by reading proficiency, which should be taken into account in
evaluating their performance on this classic cognitive interference-directed task.
Attention plays a remarkable role in the brain. When you pay close attention to something, your brain actually
releases more acetylcholine and other chemicals. These chemicals boost your brain’s ability to learn and
remember by amplifying the signals that are sent from one brain cell to another.
But controlling your attention so you focus on what’s important is only half the brain’s job. It’s equally important
for your brain to learn to ignore what doesn’t matter. If the brain weren’t highly selective about what was
important to remember or learn, chaos would reign! Just think of what would happen to your brain maps if they
recorded everything you heard, saw, felt, thought and did with equal clarity. In that case, the representation of
your rear end would be gigantic in your brain because you spend so much time every day sitting down! If
everything you heard, saw and felt was accurately and equally recorded, your brain map would be a hopeless,
unintelligible mess.
This relationship between attention and memory is why training the brain to focus attention on what matters—
and ignore what isn’t—is so important in any brain fitness regimen.
Mixed Signals challenges your brain to home in on certain information, while ignoring competing information. It
does so by requiring you to listen to a number, letter, color, or other piece of information while looking at a set
of numbers, symbols, letters, words, or other information. If what you hear matches what you see in a
particular way, you respond. If not, you don’t. For example, you might see “aaiaa” on screen, and be required
to respond if what you hear matches the middle letter, in this case, “i.” If you hear “a” or another letter, you
don’t respond. This type of training, where what you see and hear sometimes compete and you must control
your attention very quickly, is called a Stroop task.
In this way, Mixed Signal challenges you to learn to control your attention very quickly, even when your brain is
distracted by competing information.
Video: Mixed Signals

Mixed Signals – Easy Level

Mixed Signals – Medium Level

Mixed Signals – Hard Level

Mental Map
1. Designed to exercise mental rotation abilities
2. Designed to increase the flexibility of working memory abilities
3. Designed to advance elementary navigational abilities in the dimensions of physical space
This task exercises mental rotation abilities in a fluid 2-dimensional plane. This executive ability has been
applied to index adaptive intelligence in child populations.
Landmarks provide information about your location and the direction you are headed in. To use landmark
information successfully you need to create a mental map of a scene and remember the relative locations of
important objects. You must also be able to mentally manipulate this mental map so that you will not get lost if
you enter the scene from a different direction.
In Mental Map, you have to remember the relative location of objects in a grid and then reconstruct the grid
from memory after it has been rotated, flipped, or translated (moved up, down, right, or left).
As you move through the exercise, it gets harder in these ways:

1.
2.
3.
4.

The grid movements become more complex
More objects are presented in the grid
More variations of object orientation within the grid are added
Different object sets are used.

Brain train with Mental Map to exercise your ability to create accurate mental maps of your surroundings

Video:

Mental Map

Exercise Screenshots

Mental Map

Hawkeye
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Designed to drive improvements in wide-field vision
Designed to increase perceptual speed in the more-peripheral visual field
Designed to improve signal-ground recognition abilities away from the center of gaze
Designed to improve divided attention abilities
Designed to improve visual exploration-related oculomotor control
Designed to to improve recognition abilities all across an expanded ‘useful field of view’

This task was designed to extend the benefits of Double Decision, using a speeded visual recognition
challenge that does not require center-of-gaze fixation. The target: Perceptual speed and accuracy
improvements for peripheral vision. Here, the eyes are open for visual exploration in a task that requires that
you identify the fine details of what you see in the visual periphery, at speed.
Brain HQ
Hawk Eye exercises your visual precision, which helps the brain perceive what you see quickly and accurately
so that you can recall it better. Visual precision is what enables you to remember details about what you saw in
a movie, at a wedding, when house hunting, while birdwatching, and everywhere else you go. If you remember
such details accurately, you can talk about them later and take action based on them.
Here’s an example: Say you and your spouse spend a day looking at 10 houses with your real estate agent. At
the end of the day, your spouse says to you, “I really liked the window on the front door of the house on Jay
Street.” Do you know what he or she is talking about? Did you notice that door—and can you differentiate it
from the other 9 doors—well enough to remember it and have a conversation about it? By improving your
visual precision, you will be ready for situations like these, helping you feel sharper and more engaged overall.

Hawk Eye challenges your visual precision by asking you to locate specific birds in your peripheral vision, even
when they appear on screen for a very short time. At first, the birds are fairly distinct, appear close together,
and are presented on a simple background.
As you level up, these things change in several ways:
●
●
●

The bird pairs become more similar, challenging the brain to make finer distinctions.
The birds spread farther apart, pushing your brain to see details farther from the center of visual
attention.
The background becomes more complex, encouraging your brain to spot subtle details even when
the background interferes.

While the bird pairs, locations, and backgrounds change based on level, the time the birds appear on screen
changes based on your performance. As you improve, the birds flash on screen for less and less time.
Video: Hawk Eye

Hawk Eye – Easy Level

Hawk Eye – Medium Level

Hawk Eye – Hard Level

Fine Tuning

1. Shown to improve phomenic recognition and discrimination in isolation, and in syllables and
words
2. Shown to contribute to successful reading initiation in dyslexics
3. Shown to contribute to greater reading proficiencies in the general student population
Training initially challenges the student to make fine distinctions in phonemic listening (distinguishing
confusable consonant-vowel or vowel-consonant sounds) using exaggerated (prolonged; differentially
amplified) sound forms. With performance success, stimulus exaggeration is progressively faded in the
direction of very fast natural speech forms. This simply progressive advance, combined with other related
progressive listening-training programs, results in improved reading proficiency in almost every school-age
child. Importantly, equally strong impacts are recorded in oral speech reception, in speech and language
usage, and in memory for speech.
In the brain speed exercise Fine Tuning, you’ll be asked to choose between two syllables that sound alike,
such as /bo/ and /do/. Sounds easy, right? It might not be as easy as you think.
These types of syllables are called “confusable pairs.” They contain sounds that are especially hard for our
brains to differentiate, especially in harder listening situations, like in a noisy, crowded room, or when speaking
to someone who mumbles, or if someone’s talking very quickly.
Many of us get worse at telling confusable pairs apart after age 30 or with certain cognitive problems, because
our brains slow just a tiny bit. For accurate hearing, every millisecond counts. When the brain slows even by a
fraction, it can muddy sounds together. That’s when you find yourself asking someone to repeat what they
said. And if a sound isn’t recorded clearly in the first place, it’s harder to recall it clearly later.
Here’s an example: When the inner ear receives a word, such as “bed”, the neurons specialized to the
frequencies for each sound in the word (/b/, /e/, /d/) must fire almost exactly in time with the arrival of the sound
waves in the ear. By so doing, they can clearly distinguish each sound: /b/, /e/, /d/. When neurons turn on and
off late for a particular sound, they miss part of that sound and perceive part of the next sound, making for a
fuzzy or “noisy” representation of the sound. For example, if the neurons for /b/ in “bed” turn on and off late,
they will record part of the /b/ mixed with part of the /e/ instead of a clear, full, high fidelity /b/.
Sometimes we don’t even notice when we begin to have this problem. That’s because our brain effortlessly
replaces accurate hearing with context. We don’t always have to hear each sound perfectly, because the other
sounds and words around it indicate what we must have heard. But even if you understand just fine in the
moment, your memory of the conversation will likely be poorer. When your brain goes to recall the
conversation, it has a hazy, muddled version of the word instead of a clear, accurate one.
The goal of Fine Tuning is to give your neurons exercise turning on and off at appropriate times, so they can
clearly perceive, transmit, and represent each consonant sound when they are used in combination with a
vowel sound.
Why do the syllables sound strange?
The syllables you hear in Fine Tuning aren’t natural speech. They’re synthesized. Using synthesized speech
gives our scientists total control over the sounds that you will hear. The consonant sounds that are difficult to
distinguish, such as /b/ and /d/, are drawn out to give your neurons (in the cochlea and auditory cortex) the
time they need to accurately perceive and transmit them, and to represent them clearly. As you improve at the
tasks, the consonant sounds are gradually speeded up, pushing your neurons to speed up, too.
Video: Fine Tuning

Fine Tuning – Easy Level

Fine Tuning – Medium Level

Fine Tuning 1

Memory Grid
1. Shown to improve phonemic reception accuracy for confusable phonemes presented in the
most common syllable contexts
2. Shown to improve speech reception accuracy.
3. Shown (in combination with Sound Sweeps & Fine Tuning) to improve listening accuracy in
noisy backgrounds.
4. Shown (in combination with other auditory exercises) to improve aural speech memory.
5. Designed to improve working memory for speech.
6. Designed to improve serial memory for speech.
As an extension of Sound Sweeps and Fine Tuning, this task was designed to rapidly improve a child’s ability
to more accurately identify confusable consonant sounds when they’re embedded in the most frequently
occurring syllables in the English language. It’s the first of a series of auditory tasks designed to directly
engage hippocampal serial memory processes—in which a series of specific stimuli must be organized in
memory in the dimensions of time and place (the axes of long-term/episodic memories). We have not
evaluated the hippocampal impacts of this task in isolation, but strong impacts are recorded when it is
deployed in combination with 1-3 other listening exercises. Important gains in reading and language have
been noted earlier.

In Memory Grid, your job is to match cards representing syllables together. But why, you might wonder, did our
scientists pick those particular syllables to match? And why do they sound a little unusual?
It’s because Memory Grid doesn’t just challenge your brain to match more and more syllables. It is also
designed to target memory by sharpening auditory processing.
Auditory processing is one of the most important building blocks of memory. Only when you take in information
with crystal clarity can your brain store it accurately and recall it clearly later.
But some of us have trouble taking in what we hear with this clarity, though we often don’t even know it. Our
brains can have trouble separating individual auditory events, with the result that the events interfere with one
another. Use the word “bed” as an example. If the brain can’t separate the individual sounds /b/, /e/, and /d/,
those sounds overlap, muddying how the brain stores the word.
Memory Grid exercises auditory processing by helping your brain improve its ability to separate individual
auditory events. As the brain improves at this skill, it will become better at perceiving and transmitting sound
precisely—and at interpreting and recording it accurately. Again, use the word “bed” as an example. When the
brain’s neurons transmit the sounds /b/, /e/, and /d/ to the auditory cortex precisely, the neurons there can
assemble and represent the word “bed” accurately. From there, the word can move to the rest of the sensory
cortex and eventually the associative cortex, where meaning is assigned to the word based on prior
experience—the brain remembers what a “bed” is, and associates it with many different experiences. The
more accurately and precisely the sounds for the word “bed” are received and transmitted in the first place, the
better the brain will be able to record it and relate it to other experiences. When the brain makes an attempt to
recall the information about that bed later, a crystalline representation will make accessing the information
easier. In other words, the brain will be better able to remember the bed.
To separate auditory events, these memory exercises use syllables that represent common sound
combinations in English. They are natural speech that our scientists have carefully processed to engage the
relevant processing machinery in the brain. Here’s how:
1. Parts of speech that are more difficult for the brain to catch—especially brief events that change
quickly, such as consonant sounds in words—are exaggerated and separated.
2. The long, strong sounds (primarily vowels) are weakened to prevent them from “masking” (or
muddying) the brief consonants.
The goal is to exercise your brain’s ability to separate auditory events in speech.
A few added notes about the processed speech in these exercises:
1. The speech is processed natural speech instead of synthetic speech in part because there is a
benefit to novelty and difference.
2. Providing different examples of speech (male vs. female voices, different accents, different timing,
etc.) is intended to give the brain practice with generalizing speech, so that the brain can identify a
word regardless of who says it.
3. A common misconception is that the processed speech is trying to make speech more intelligible. It
is not. People may even find the processed speech more difficult to understand than normal speech.
The goal of the processed speech is to target the cochlea and auditory cortex and renormalize the
neurons there, reteaching them to separate auditory events.
Video: Memory Grid

Memory Grid

Divided Attention
1.
2.
3.
4.

Designed to advance processing speed at the executive level.
Shown to improve recognition speed.
Designed to exercise working memory in an extended attention-demanding task.
Designed to engage the ‘salience network’.

This is one of several speeded ‘ruie-switching’ tasks that directly engages frontal cortical areas. It’s designed
to advance recognition speed in an extended working memory setting where the ‘rule’ signaling response
alternatives is progressively more rapidly and unpredictably changing. Here, speed is of the essence!
As we navigate the world, we have to pay attention to what matters for our own safety, health, interest, and joy.
We want to notice the crack in the sidewalk so we don’t trip, the intricate details in a piece of art we love, the
twist in the movie that makes it all come together, the smile on the face of a friend.
But in order to use its resources to pay attention to the things that matter, the brain has to suppress its
attention to all the unimportant details around us. While you want to see the crack in the sidewalk that might
trip you, you don’t want to waste your brain’s resources noticing every single crack in the sidewalk. Dismissing
what doesn’t matter is just as important as noticing what does.
Divided Attention challenges your brain to focus in on and react to particular details—matching colors, shapes,
and/or fill interiors—while at the same time dismissing competing information. It repeatedly shows two shapes
on screen, asking you to press the left arrow key when the two meet certain criteria. For example, it might ask
you to press the left arrow key when the two shapes are the same color, but the right arrow key when they
aren’t.
Your brain has to quickly notice whether the two shapes are the same color and press the left arrow, and not
get confused when the two shapes aren’t the same color—even if they have something else in common (for
example, if they are both triangles). This attention exercise adds an extra challenge for your brain’s flexibility by
changing what details to notice:
1. Different categories: first, you might be asked to watch for matching colors, then matching shapes,
then matching fill interiors (e.g., solid, line, blank).
2. Multiple categories: first, you might be asked to watch for matching colors, but eventually you might
be asked for matching color and shape or matching color but different shape. Caption: Possible
shapes in Divided Attention
As you improve in each level, the images flash by more quickly, pushing your brain to speed up its ability to
attend to the right information while ignoring the wrong information.
The ability to pay attention to what matters, while suppressing what doesn’t matter, can have profound effects
in daily life. Everything from quickly finding the right spaghetti sauce on a grocery shelf filled with spaghetti
sauces to locating an old friend at a crowded airport amid hundreds of faces depends, in part, on your ability to
focus in on important details and dismiss items that don’t match those details very rapidly.
Video: Divided Attention

Divided Attention – Easy Level

Divided Attention – Medium Level

To Do List Training
1.
2.
3.
4.

Designed to improve working memory (audition)
Designed to improve serial memory
Designed to progressively refine speech feature representation in connected speech
Again, designed to engage the hippocampus (place vs time vs semantic meaning) in the
listening/language domain
5. Designed, like all earlier auditory tasks, to cross-modally integrate and associate listeningbased decisions with visually located targets and actions.
This task begins with simple serial task instructions that grow in number and complexity, and that require
location-specific responses. As in Fine Tuning and Memory Grid, it also initially deploys a slow and overemphasized (highly neurologically resolvable) speech form that is progressively transformed to a fast natural
form. It is designed, first, to exercise listening skills incorporating progressively-more-sharply-resolved
phonemic information in moderate-length continuous speech exemplars (verbal instructions). A second goal is
to exercise serial memory and working memory in listening. A third is to heavily engage frontal and
hippocampal machinery using a task that requires serial target identify and location, reconstructed in serial
order. Again, working memory is a key to the development of a strong executive (strong ‘self’ reference and
executive agency).
On your way home from work, you stop by the supermarket. You need to pick up some ingredients for dinner.
Do you remember everything—or do you forget a crucial item?
It depends, in part, on your working memory. “Working memory” is the brief short-term memory (about twenty
or thirty seconds) that enables us to react to and store something we see, hear, or otherwise sense. So if your
spouse says, “Don’t forget we need milk—not whole, make sure you get the 1%—also some garlic and
basil…and pick up some paper towels while you’re at it,” can you keep it all in mind long enough to record it
clearly and remember it effortlessly when you get to the supermarket?
This is the kind of memory that To-Do List Training targets. Unlike many of the other BrainHQ memory
exercises—which are designed to train memory by improving the accuracy with which you take in sensory
information—To-Do List Training directly engages the working memory processes in the forebrain. The

neurons in the forebrain integrate sensory information with information about previous experiences; in other
words, they interpret what the brain hears, allowing the brain to remember and use the information for a time.
In To-Do List Training, your brain hears a set of instructions, then uses its memory of those instructions to
follow them in order. The instructions get longer and more complex over time at the task, making greater
demands of your working memory systems.
Video: To Do List Training

To Do List Training – Easy Level

To Do List Training – Medium Level

To Do List Training – Hard level

Attention – Divided Attention, Double Decision, Freeze Frame, Mixed Signals, Target Tracker
Brain Speed – Eye for Detail, Fine Tuning, Hawk Eye, Sound Sweeps, Visual Sweeps
Memory – Hear Hear, Memory Grid, Mind’s Eye, Rhythm Recall, Scene Crasher, Syllable Stacks, To-Do List
Training
People Skills – Face Facts, Face to Face, In the Know, Recognition
Intelligence – Auditory Ace, Card Shark, Juggle Factor, Mind Bender
Navigation – Mental Map, Optic Flow, Right Turn, True North

